
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
It is pleasing to again report that this exam was well written by many students with some good high pass marks in 
some case. Well done to those students who passed.  
 

Q1. Briefly give a written description of the various types of vessels used within ‘Liner Trades’ including their roles, 
type of cargo carried and cargo handling methods.  
 
Draw ONE of these vessels and clearly identify on the drawing ships measurements and specifications associated 
with such a vessel.  
 
This is a variation on the normal style of requesting a choice of 3 vessels the question is widened by giving students 
the opportunity to pick any vessel type but importantly the question does require students to have a good 
understanding of all types of vessel operating in Liner Trades. 
 
Whilst examiners are looking for a minimum of 5 types of vessel there is more than this and summarised as below: 
 
- Container Vessel 
- Multipurpose Vessel 
- Specialised Reefer Vessel 
- Pure Car Carrier 
- RoRo Vessel 
- Forest Products / Specialised carriers 
- Passenger & Freight Ferries 
 
Commonly many marks are lost when it comes to a requested good drawing of the chosen vessel with clear lines and 
vessel specification. 50% of the marks in this question are allocated to the drawing and we can only urge students to 
please focus on practicing this [vessel drawings are common across many ICS papers] as it can make a difference to 
the pass mark. Clear examples of what the examiners are looking for is contained in the liner trades workbook. 

 

Q2. Choose TWO of the container trade routes listed below and identify the most important ports of call and main 
commodities carried in both directions as well as the capacity deployed on these services and trade size. Use the 
world map provided to support your answer. 
 
- Europe to Indian Sub-Continent 
- Asia to Australia / New Zealand 
- Asia to Mediterranean  
 
This is an important part of the liner trades syllabus as understanding key container trade routes is key to the wider 
knowledge of how trades work large or small and how liner companies fit these into their networks. We do try to 
vary routes globally to give a more balanced view of trades notably because students are in many parts of the world. 
It is always wise to research all key trades [most are covered in the workbook] but try and research beyond this using 
Alphaliner / Drewry / Clarkson’s if you have access but there are many web based free areas for research as well. The 
trades in the question were quite well answered with some interesting commentary. It is important to understand 
the trade size and ship size used as well as an understanding of the ports used and cargo flows 

   

 



Q3. Answer BOTH parts of the question  
 
The introduction of new large container vessel [VLCC’s] has impacted on revenue and costs for carriers as well as 
the challenges that enormous swings in supply/demand cause.   
 
a) Suggest ways in which carriers combat this challenge in today’s market.  
b) Use the example of a trade where measures outlined have been successfully implemented  
 
This is a standard question covering the challenges of supply/demand a common feature across all trade lanes. Many 
students covered the first part of the question well but missed out on marks by not covering the second part so well. 
The best advice we can give is read the question carefully and avoid the tendency to overwrite too much in the first 
part leaving little time or thought to cover the second part. Remember a two-part question is simply that and means 
50% of the marks for each part. 
 
Part A - Covered the current fundamentals of today’s market and world where carriers use a range of methods to 
deal with the cost side of the equation as this is often the only area to an extent that carriers can control. This should 
cover: Bunker cost management, super slow steaming, void sailings [currently massive impact], double dipping [e.g. 
trunkline expansion], pendulum services, JV/Consortia, and scrapping and idling. 
 
Part B – Has good examples over the last year notably being Europe – Asia Trade or Transpac but as cascade effect 
continues it affects other trade lanes. You simply need to provide good detail of actions taken on a specific trade. 
Last year’s and ongoing enormous supply and demand challenges are a good backdrop. Carriers have moved from a 
chasing maximum utilisation [and thereby crashing the market] philosophy to much improved regulation of supply 
aided by the bounce in trade post the early days of Covid-19. 
 
This is an ongoing development and one that has radically changed the way container shipping is developing. Do 
keep up to date with this as variations of this type of question will be common. 

 

Q4.   ‘Liner freight rates are not based on the tonne/miles carried nor on the value of the cargo’. Analyse this 
statement and identify the most important policy and cost factors that are considered in determining a liner 
carrier’s pricing policy.  
 
This is a syllabus question on straightforward liner trade pricing policy applicable on any trade. Quite well answered 
but still room for improvement as a carrier’s revenue is rather important and how they maximise this. 
 
Whilst the opening statement is broadly correct although distance and commodity do play an ancillary role in 
establishing rate but in today’s world this is largely a throwback to the world of liner shipping before containerised 
shipping became truly global and conferences and their style of pricing eventually were removed in relevance as 
container shipping evolved. A box is a box…. 
  
The main factors are competitors, capacity, trade and volume, market share, imbalances [i.e. dominant and non-
dominant trade legs]. Shorter routes relatively high priced because less opportunity for economy of scale. Cost 
factors include: Ship cost, fixed and operational costs. Container/equipment cost fixed and operational. Voyage costs 
including bunkers and port costs. Cargo handling, trucking, feeders. Sales and marketing costs, commissions, 
administration.  
 
An extension to the answer should include those box rates where commodity has a bearing such as dangerous, 
valuable, reefer or other special equipment contrasted in the answer as these latter commodities will command a 
higher price   

 
 
 
 
 



Q5. Transhipment and relay hubs remain an important part of container shipping. Describe the key reasons why 
they are important and separately using the world map provided, show three transhipment hub ports and how 
they fit into global trading patterns for carriers.  
 
This is a rather important part of liner shipping notably as vessels get larger with many ports not being able to handle 
these but also the best way to maximise the use of your network. This is a vast subject and if you consider world 
container trade is around 200 million teus, but container total handling represents 875 million teus it highlights aside 
from empty container movements also that there is an enormous amount of double handling i.e. transhipment  
 
A good summary of the key reasons for hubs would be: 
 
- Hub and spoke due to large ship systems 
- Need to reduce voyage times with reduced port coverage 
- Wider network application with trunk lines [pendulums etc] 
- Draft in ports 
- Alliance requirements 
- Carriers need to build own feeder networks etc 
- The threats to large T/S hubs [e.g. Tanjung Pelepas vs Singapore] 
- How do you market a hub etc. 
 
Examples of hubs are – Salalah, Singapore, Tanjung Pelepas, Port Louis, Hong Kong, Jebel Ali, Ngqura, Valencia, 
Algeciras, Freeport, Manzanillo, Colombo. There are different reasons for different hubs depending on networks.  

 

Q6. Answer BOTH parts of the question  
 
Whilst many liner operators have their offices globally the need for Liner Agencies remain important in many 
countries. 
 
[A] Explain the reasons why a liner company would employ an agent. 
[B] Describe which contract is used and give a breakdown of the key tasks that a liner agent would be expected to 
perform.  
 
This is still an important area for even the very large carriers as many employ ‘3rd party’ agencies in many countries 
for a variety of reasons and the first part of the question relates to this.  A good understanding and explanation of 
scale/size of a specific market being a key driver. However, size of market does not always apply, and it could be a 
range of reasons: 
 
- Complexity of market 
- Government regulations 
- Joint Venture structures 
 
The second part of the question is very important to not ‘default’ into talking about an agent spending 90% of its 
time looking after the ship as in the case of a bulk vessel [this is a common error] The SLGAA [Standard Liner General 
Agency Agreement] is document of choice and can be downloaded from the internet examiners would looking for 
areas such as: 
 
- Avoid conflict of interest 
- Port Agency 
- Marketing and Sales 
- Liner Operations 
- Liner Documentation 
- General Agency 
- Accounting 
- Remuneration  

 



Q7. The use of IT systems and new technology have rapidly been employed in the container industry in a variety 
of roles and are now essential for the successful running of large container liner companies due to the sheer size 
of transactions taking place. 
 
Explain in detail how the use of different IT systems has helped with this growth and outline what the benefits 
have been to carriers, shippers, consignees, and any other parties?  
 
This is such and important part of the development in liner shipping and notably with all container carrier’s 
investment enormous sums of money in developing the roll out of IT based systems both for internal and external 
use. 
 
Where this has helped would be: 
 
- Container control 
- Carrier Documentation production [mention back offices/bills of lading/arrival notices/invoicing etc.] 
- Vessel Stowage planning 
- Websites 
- EDI to and from ports and government bodies [customs etc.] 
- Management systems [contribution models etc. – this is enormous area for carriers] 
- Increasing digitization and integration of liner services beyond port to port models 
- Complex pricing algorithms [Maersk, ONE and other carriers spot pricing] 
 
By answering above this would allow sensible approach where benefits accrue to shippers etc. This an ever-widening 
subject and students would do well to keep up to date in this area for future papers 

 
 

Q8. Following the arrival of a container from a designated origin the consignee determines that the cargo has 
sustained damage. 
 
a) Briefly describe the procedures and actions that should be taken by both the consignee and the carrier or agent. 
b) Explain ‘clean’ bill of lading and whether a claused bill of lading would affect the above claim.  
 
A straightforward textbook question but often not well answered.  
 
Under (a) reference should be made to evidence and documentation, insurance, limited liabilities (B/L terms), 
surveyors (joint or otherwise) and notice of claim / time bar. This is not an exhaustive list but the basics in terms of 
the process of developing a claim or otherwise 
 
For (b) a good narrative is required on the implications of a clean bill of lading and a claused bill of lading in terms of 
the process of the above claim. There are good examples of this on the internet 
 


